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’From richmac Hon Oct 29 ii:56:23 1990
To: mikcne
Cc: jeremybu lewisl marysn mikemap rich3rdf r~c~,m~c 5cot[o
subject : pricing eqda~ion
Date: Mort Oct 29 13:22:24 1990
Dane: Hon Oct 29 ii:54:07 1990
Mike as we discussed this AJ~, could you F~lease su~.~rize [he results
of our ~e_eting on establishing a pricing equatioo that will allo
consistency across the US channels of distribution from
to VAR to OEM to distrib.
I’m seconds away from a flight but here are my summary notes:
I. no such thing as a soft bundle .....no pricing other than dlstrlb
pricing.
2. A Hard bundle with a specific definition of HS product inn he box or
os the }{D, and with support assumad from HS, could earn a 65% discount
with a $1mil mln commit/year on a specifbc product. Note here that
the product is MS manufactured.
3. A ~ax~ufacturer can manufacture HS software and hard bundle, provide
support and could earn in the vicinity of 80% discount.
Both |:> and #3 need re-examination of the profitabil±ty equation since
there were several different assu,~ptlons as to what the model would be.
If it w-~s a USSMD mode! ..... |2 w~uld be in the 52% discont range
and #3 would be in the 60% range. Finance and OEM m~y have a different
model for these and it w-as your action item along with Lewis and
P~ichardf to review in detail.
In surm~ary, ifa VAR or OEM wants to buy direct from MS and can
meet the min commits they ca~ get standard distrib pricing as an OEM
at 46% and we’d stay witht he standard VAN discount as we have it..
at 44%. This applies to Systems and APps products. House has a different
discount schedule and generally doesn’t apply.
Ted has raised some concerns that need to be answered but his Qs
impact o/s the US and we did not cover that issue...only within the
US.
Action items are for Lewis to drive an undorstan~Inq of the ~rofitability
of #2 and #3 above and Mary .Snapp to delegate to Kevin Harrang a
opinion on the legality of the comparitlve discounts with a channel.
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Subject: Pricing equatlor~
Date: Men Oct 29 13:22:24 1990
Date: Men Oct 29 11:54:07 1990
Mike as we discussed this AM, could you please summarize the results
of our ~,etinq on establishing a pricing equation that will allo
consistency across the US channels of distribution from resller
to VAR to OEM to distrib.
I’m seconds away £rom a flight but here are my summary notes:
I. no such thing as a so£t bundle .....no pricing other than distrib
pricing.
2. A Hard bundle with a specific definition of MS product int he box or
on the I{D, and with support assumed from MS, could earn a 65% discount
with a $1mil min commit/year on a specific product. Note here that
the product is MS manufactured.
3. A manufacturer can manufacture MS software and hard bundle, provide
support and could earn in the vicinity of 80% discount.
Both |2 and ~3 need re-examination of the profitability equation since
ther~ were several different assumptions as to what the model would be.
If it was a USSMD model ..... #2 would be, in the 52% dlscont range
and ~3 would be in the 60% range. Finance and OEM may have a different
model for these and it was your action item along with Lewis and
Richardf to review in detail.
In surmnary, if a VAR or OEM wants to buy direct from MS and can
meet the mln commits they can get standard distrlb pricing as an O~M
at 46% and we’d stay witht he standard VAR discount as we have it...
at 44%. This applies to Systems and APps products. Mouse has a different
discount schedule and generally doesn’t apply.
Ted has raised some concerns that need to be answered but his Qs
impact o/s the US and we did not cover that issue...only within the
OS.
Action items are for Lewis to drive an undorstandlng of the profitability
of |2 and |3 above and Ma~y.Snapp to delegate to Kevin Harrang a
opinion on the legality of the comparitive discounts with a channel.
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